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at the same time!

Inside the Tianzi box, bangs on the door kept coming.

Chang Yuan was panting at this moment. While wiping the sweat from

his forehead, he said to Ye Chen:

“Ye… Shao Ye, the door of your clubhouse is too hard! I kicked so

many feet. He hasn’t kicked it!”

Chang Yuan just felt tired and paralyzed.

He never thought it would be so difficult to break in.

See this scene.

Ye Chen’s expression became even more gloomy:

“You are such a trash! Keep kicking, and you’re about to drive soon!”

“Wait for a while, my subordinates will block Lin Fan, and after

catching him, I will let the bodyguards help. You!” After I knew that

Lin Fan was coming.

Ye Chen dispatched all his bodyguards, preparing to capture Lin Fan,

and now that it has been so long, Lin Fan is afraid that he should be

caught too.

Heard this.

Chang Yuan couldn’t help but nodded in favor, and then continued to

struggle against the bathroom door, kicking again and again.

Bang!

Click!

After another foot fell, the sound of a wooden board cracking made

Chang Yuan and Ye Chen refreshed.

They saw that a slender crack appeared above the bathroom door.

“Hahaha…Finally I’m going to kick it away!”

Chang Yuan wiped the sweat from his forehead, and he was extremely

ecstatic.

And Ye Chen next to him was also excited and uncontrollable.

Through that crack, he shouted to Bai Yi inside:

“Bai Yi, have you seen it? The door is about to break, I advise you,

don’t resist stubbornly, and quickly follow me, then maybe I can

consider and spare your husband Lin Fan’s life soon!”

“Otherwise, When we break in, then not only will we turn you, we will

even kill Lin Fan! Hahaha…”

Ye Chen’s voice was extremely excited, and there was a strong evil in

his words.

And hear this!

Bai Yi in the bathroom suddenly turned pale to the extreme.

“Lin…Lin Fan will be fine! You absolutely can’t catch him!”

Bai Yi could feel that the medicinal effect at this moment has gradually

begun to disappear. Mobile phone:

Her heart is extremely worried about Lin Fan.

Although she knows that Lin Fan’s strength is extremely tyrannical,

what he has to face, but the Ye Family’s bodyguards are also extremely

cruel and cruel, can Lin Fan be able to beat it?

Bang!

But at this moment, Chang Yuan kicked again and violently kicked on

the door, suddenly making the crack in the door bigger and bigger.

The evil laughter of Ye Chen and Chang Yuan outside the door

became more and more intense and high-pitched.

“Go on! It’s going to be successful soon!”

Ye Chen flushed with excitement.

He seemed to have seen that he would press Bai Yi to the ground at

any time, in front of Lin Fan, in a scene of violent ravages.

Thinking of the evil scene, Ye Chen couldn’t help but dig out his lower

body, shaking with excitement.

And looking at Ye Chen’s appearance.

Chang Yuan quickly showed a pleasing smile on his face, nodded, and

madly kicked the door that was gradually shattering.

Bang bang bang!

One foot after another!

Every time a foot falls, the crack in the bathroom door will become

larger, and the scene inside will gradually appear in front of the two of

them.

Until the last foot falls!

boom!

The door of the whole room burst open, and the wooden boards

suddenly flew in all directions.

And Chang Yuan and Ye Chen were excited to see that Bai Yi was

sitting on the ground, and there was a deep panic and despair on that

pretty face!

That’s it!

Completely finished!

A teardrop dripped from Bai Yi’s beautiful eyes, and there was also an

eyebrow trimming knife in her jade hand.
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